Caplugs & Loven
Have Joined Forces

Caplugs has been a leader in plastic
molding since 1948.

Two Industry Leaders

Headquartered in Buffalo, New York,
Caplugs has four facilities in the United
States and two facilities in China with five
molding processes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Injection Molding
Vinyl Dip Molding
Extrusion
Rubber Molding
Die Cutting

Joining Teams To Expand
Our Capabilities

A Global Partner Our
Customers Can Trust

Caplugs European expansion will build on
what LoVen has started. The goal is to
grow the company into a comprehensive
plastic molding partner that offers
catalog products, custom design, and
multiple molding capabilities.

LoVen has been a trusted supplier of vinyl
protection and coatings for over 20 years.
Like Caplugs, LoVen has built an extensive
product line for quick and easy ordering, as
well as maintained comprehensive custom
design capabilities to meet their customers
more complex needs.
As a customer of LoVen, you can expect the
same great quality and service you have
today, with improved access to the full
range of products offered by Caplugs.
Caplugs knows the LoVen team are experts
and their molding processes are best-inclass. Caplugs intends to expand these
capabilities and continue supporting all the
attributes that have made LoVen successful.

What To Expect Next
1. Business as usual – our goal is to make this acquisition and integration
as seamless to customers as possible.
2. LoVen has a great team that we want to keep in place, ensuring you will
continue to receive the best service in the industry without disruption.
3. We will start using the Caplugs name with the LoVen name to help the
market become familiar with the Caplugs brand.
4. As we progress through the integration, we may make some logistical
changes such as remit to address, but for now, everything remains the
same.

